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About The Cover
Two metal gates featuring four leaping horses and two large wagon wheels
protect the ancient Hayes-Ingleside Plantation. A one-half-mile shaded avenue
reaches from the decorative gates to the brick rubble ruins of the HayesIngleside manor house.
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About The Author
Michael James Heitzler earned a Doctor of Education Degree from the
University of South Carolina. He is a Fulbright Scholar and a retired school
administrator of the Berkeley County School District, South Carolina. He
served as Mayor of the City of Goose Creek, Berkeley County, South Carolina
from 1978 to 2018. He is the author of Historic Goose Creek, South Carolina,
1670-1980, published in 1983 by Southern Historical Press, Easley, South
Carolina. He also wrote Goose Creek, a Definitive History, volume I published in
2005 and volume II published in 2006, by the History Press, Charleston, South
Carolina. More recently he penned, The Goose Creek Bridge, Gateway to Sacred
Places, published by Author House in 2013 and The Chicken Trilogy in 2016.
The Berkeley Chamber of Commerce published his work, George Chicken,
Carolina Man of the Ages in 2011 and the City of Goose Creek and the South
Carolina Historical Society published a growing number of his articles and
booklets featuring Goose Creek and Berkeley County, South Carolina.
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The two story Hayes manor house with an attic arose one
hundred yards east of the lake and less than 1 ½ mile west
of the main road to Charleston (Broad Path/Rivers Avenue).
The image is courtesy of the South Carolina Historical Society
(SCHS), Charleston South Carolina.
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Hayes-Ingleside Plantation
Hayes-Ingleside Plantation properties
span Interstate Highway 26 through the
Blue House Swamp section of Goose Creek
in the City of North Charleston, South
Carolina. Hayes-Ingleside Plantation
was the home of the Parker family
after patriarch John Parker emigrated
from Jamaica in 1694-95.1 He received
a warrant for land, but died before
the Governor issued the property.
Consequently, the tract transferred to his
widow and their son, John Parker II. The
Parker family developed the 1,166 acre
site into a profitable rice plantation, and
conveyed the land successively to Parker
heirs for more than 170 years, as their
home-place matured into a formidable

1 Henry A.M. Smith, “Hayes and Woodlands,” South Carolina
Historical and Genealogical Magazine (SCHGM), Charleston,
South Carolina, Vol. 19, p. 76-81.

estate.2 The ancient grounds embraced
beautiful gardens, a placid lake, thick rice
fields, and a stately two story brick home.
After the Civil War, College of Charleston
Professor, Doctor Francis Simmons Holmes
joined with a group of Philadelphia
investors, to form the Charleston Mining
and Manufacturing Company to dig marl at
Woodstock Plantation, contiguous to the
renowned Hayes properties. Soon after
forming the company, Francis Holmes
purchased Hayes Plantation and renamed
it, “Ingleside.” During his fifteen year
tenure at Ingleside Plantation Professor
Holmes experimented with various types

2 When John Parker II died intestate the Hayes Plantation
conveyed to his son John III. John Parker III inherited a total
of 466 hectares and 34 slaves. In 1793, Parker conveyed
Hayes to his eldest son, John IV. John married Susannah
Middleton, the daughter of Henry Middleton. Upon his death,
the property passed to her and then, upon her demise, to
their son John Parker V. This John Parker V sold a portion
of Hayes Plantation, and conveyed 281 hectares of the tract
to his son Francis Parker in 1849. Francis Parker died in
1871 and by his will conveyed Hayes to Professor Francis
S. Holmes. Although an advertisement for its sale appeared
June 6, 1771 in the Charleston Gazette, Hayes Estate
remained in the Parker family. John Parker received a State
land grant for 87 acres May 12, 1794 contiguous to Hayes.
The land transfer was branded with a 4 inch clay seal with a
rendering of Lady Liberty on one side and a Palmetto Tree on
the other. The seal is among the collections of the Caroliniana
Library, Columbia, South Carolina. From the original grants
until this last transfer, the property remained in the Parker
family for 177 years.
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of agriculture. He converted his estate into
a trust that persisted after his death in
1882 until the early 1890s, when investors
combined Ingleside with Woodstock
Plantation to create the Ingleside Mining
and Manufacturing Company. Today, the
flourishing lands comprise the WeberIngleside enterprise, a dynamically
emerging residential, commercial and
industrial development in the burgeoning
City of North Charleston.

Hayes
John Parker received a land grant in
Carolina for property he named “Hayes.”3
The Hayes moniker is common in Jamaica
and is noted as a significant plantation on
an early map of the Caribbean island of
Barbados, but the South Carolina “Hayes”
most directly derives from the name of the
ancestral “Hay-on-Rye” home of the Parker
family in England.4 Upon his death, his
widow, Sarah Parker wed Thomas Barker,

3 Henry A.M. Smith, The Historical Writings of Henry
A.M. Smith, The Reprint Company, Spartanburg, S.C. 1988,
p. 283. Henry Smith suggested the land may have been
granted to Dennis Hayes, who later abandoned it and thus
allowed Parker to claim it. John Parker, “late of the island of
Jamaica, mariner…”was the son of “Robert Parker, indentured
servant…” and listed as a planter. SCHGM, vol. 10-11,
February 14, 1694-95.
4 Richard Ligon drew a map entitled, A topographical
Description and Admeasurement of the Land of Barbados …
in 1673 for his book entitled, True and Exact Historie [sic] of
the Island of Barbadoes [sic]. He notes a plantation named
“Hayes,” right of center of his map. King Charles I granted to
James Hay, Earl of Carlisle, the Proprietorship of Barbados
and the Leeward Islands. Carlisle appointed a succession
of Governors who collected rents and fees including Peter
Hay who settled onto his plantation in Barbados. His name
appears on the 1638 census of landowners.
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owner of contiguous land north of Hayes.5
With her second husband, she and her son
acquired 34 slaves to clear their forested
tract and purchased an additional 216
contiguous acres to expand their emerging
inland rice fields sprawling along the
shallow headwaters of Goose Creek.

John Parker II probably began the
construction of the formidable brick home
during his tenure to house his family and
provide a bulwark against native assaults
during the tentative frontier era. His son,
John Parker III likely completed the sturdy
manor house and resided there.6 According
to tradition, the Parkers constructed
extremely thick doors to secure their family.
The front door of the two-story brick
main house opened directly from the large
porch into a spacious parlor, adorned with
ornamental hand-carved woodwork. Each
floor supported four rooms wainscoted
halfway to the ceiling and featured deep,
low window seats. The window shutters
were sawed from thick sturdy oak wood
and tightly secured the windows in times
of danger. The cellar was an excavated
5 Parker’s widow married John Barker, immigrant on
February 14, 1694/5. The following week, Thomas Barker,
“joiner,” applied for letters of administration on the estate
of John Parker late of the Island of Jamaica. His son,
Thomas Barker received a 1,200-acre grant. Brick House
or Martindale’s was the name of the original plantation
settlement of the Barker family.
6 South Carolina Department of Archives and History
(SCDAH), Columbia, South Carolina, S111001, V.5: p. 48, Item
2.
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basement with a protected entrance under
the back porch leading to a large pantry,
capable of sustaining the family during
lengthy sieges.7

John Parker II was one of seven road
commissioners for the St. James, Goose
Creek Parish named in the 1721 Road
Act, but his son accepted far greater
responsibilities. John Parker III represented
Goose Creek in the Royal Assembly,
Provincial Congress and General Assembly
from 1761 to 1776. He also represented the
St. John Colleton Parish in 1767. This third
patriarch of the Hayes actively supported
the patriot’s cause and participated
fervently during the bitter revolutionary
conflict. He loaned £100,000 to the new
State of South Carolina and delivered
much needed supplies to state militias and

7 Alston Deas collection of property records, 1823-1895,
43/0014. The papers are deposited with The South Carolina
Historical Society, Charleston, South Carolina.

continental troops.8 During these trying
years, he married Susannah Middleton,
daughter of the honorable Henry Middleton
of the Oaks Plantation and sister of the
honorable Arthur Middleton, renowned
signer of the Declaration of Independence.
After the repeal of the Stamp Act, the
residents generally received the new Royal
Governor courteously in Charleston, but
patriotic resistance persisted in a series of
meetings to protest the British mercantile
laws. Finally, an emotional assembly sent
five delegates to meet with a General
Congress in Philadelphia. In the meantime,
8 Walter B. Edgar, and N. Louise Bailey, Biographical
Directory of the South Carolina House of Representatives:
Volumes II: p. 504. Columbia: University of South Carolina
Press, 1974.

This detail of a 1793 plat of Hayes Plantation depicts:
A-Manor House, B-Slave Quarters, C-Main Avenue (Road to
Public Road to Charleston). The rice fields are also indicated.
The plat is among the collections at the Charleston County
Office Building, Charleston, South Carolina, (CCDB H6:490).
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a General Committee in Charleston called
for an election of six representatives from
each parish including John Parker from
Goose Creek. This body assembled one year
before the Declaration of Independence
when these men and delegates from other
Carolina parishes formed a Provincial
Congress and elected Colonel Charles C.
Pinckney, president. The new President
pledged to defend South Carolina from
British tyranny.9

Shortly after the election of President
Rutledge, news arrived that men died at the
battle of Lexington, Massachusetts. Those
famed, “shots heard round the world”
caused the General Assembly to meet
again as a State Congress. That Assembly
selected Henry Laurens as President,
raised two regiments of infantry, and
assigned a Council of Safety to urgently
manage military affairs. Additionally, the
body selected an executive branch of the
government of the province and required
all members to profess obedience to the
new Provincial Congress.

support for the new State.10 Consequently,
committees were formed to execute the
directives of the rebellious government.
The South Carolina Gazette reported
committee members from Goose Creek
included John Parker of the Hayes, and the
Journal of the General Assembly listed him
among “persons proper to put into the
Commission of the Peace.” Younger brother,
William Parker of Goose Creek served as
Commissioner of the Treasury.

In December of 1776, a new Assembly
re-elected the President and Vice President
and wrote a new Constitution. This newly
conceived establishment provided for a
Governor, a Lieutenant Governor and a
Senate consisting of 28 members elected by
the people in their respective parishes. The
South Carolina Gazette reported that Goose
Creek elected Senator John Parker with six
other representatives.
10 Rogers, George C., Jr. Charleston in the Age of the
Pinckney’s, Norman, Oklahoma: University of Oklahoma
Press, 1969, p. 49.

The colony bitterly divided. Some
Carolinians remained loyal to England
(Loyalists) and some opposed the mother
country in support of the new provincial
government (Patriots). To encourage the
citizenry to oppose Britain, the patriots
threatened to banish and confiscate
the property of any who refused overt

9 Edward McCrady, The History of South Carolina Under the
Proprietary Government, 1670- 1719. New York: Macmillan,
1897.vol 1: p. 805.
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A visitor in 1905 reported that a double row of towering
cypress trees created a romantic walk along the edge of the
lake at Hayes. This photograph, taken in 1929, is courtesy of
the South Carolina Historical Society.

Marauding parties of soldiers did
unwarranted damage in Goose Creek
while the British occupied Charleston. On
one occasion, John Parker refused entry
to two British deserters at his front door.
The rejected men then walked to Parker’s
storehouse and attempted to break
in. Parker fired his musket, killing one
instantly, and sending the other fleeing.
When Parker sent an explanatory note to
the British commandant in Charleston, he
soon after received a signed letter from the
commander stating, “I am, sir, very glad of
it.” Soon after, another soldier arrived at the
Hayes to bury the dead intruder.11
11 Maxwell Clayton Orvin, Historic Berkeley County, S.C.,
1671-1900. Charleston: Comprint, 1973, p. 112. Also see
Anne Simons Deas, Points of Colonial Interests Around
Summerville, Summerville, South Carolina, 1905.

The photograph shows men and woman walking beneath
a large oak tree. Tradition asserts that after following the
cypress trail along the banks of the lake at Hayes, one arrives
at a veritable giant among live oaks called “Marion’s Oak.”
Here, patriot Frances Marian assembled his band of men
to plan forays. An unsubstantiated legend recalls a meeting
under that giant oak between Francis Marion and a British
officer to discuss prisoner exchanges. The legends purports
that Francis Marion offered roasted sweet potatoes to the
officer for breakfast. The British officer was exceedingly
impressed by the meager rations and concluded that
although they were poorly fed and supplied, Marion’s men
were doggedly determined to resist the British. It is generally
believed that such a meeting occurred at Snow’s Island, not
at Hayes but neither meeting place has been sufficiently
documented. The image of Marion’s Oak is among the
University of South Carolina Digital Collections, United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) Historic Soil Maps, and
Berkeley County 1916.
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The bitter revolutionary conflagration
divided neighboring families and continued
to bring hostility to Hayes front door. One
late morning, British marauders fired
upon Susannah Middleton Parker as she
sat knitting in a window seat. Fortunately,
the musket ball missed Susannah and
imbedded into the sturdy wooden wall
creating a gouge that remained visible for
many years.12

After the war John Parker held a number
of commissions, contributed to the St.
James, Goose Creek Church Ludlam School
Fund, and was active with many aspects of
the nearby St. James, Goose Creek Parish
Church. He and his wife reared eight
children until Susannah laid John Parker
to rest under shade trees in the family
cemetery. They honored his request that he
be buried simply, “all pomp and ostentation
[to] be carefully avoided…”13 In 1793, John
Parker III divided Hayes Plantation into two
sections. The eastern section, which was
932 acres and included the house, retained
the Hayes Plantation name and was given
to son John Parker IV. John Parker III gave
the western section to son Thomas Parker.
Thomas called his plantation Woodlands.
12 William Henry Johnson, 1871-1934, William Henry
Johnson Scrapbook, ca. 1920-1933. The scrapbook is among
the collections of The South Carolina Historical Society.
Charleston, South Carolina. Johnson, p. 397.
13 SCHGM, v29: p. 76.
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John Parker IV used the old homestead
to grow rice with 50 slaves who sheltered
in a village lining the main avenue.14 John
Parker IV, (June 24, 1759 – April 20, 1832)
was the first son of John Parker III and
Mary Daniell, granddaughter of Governor
Robert Daniell. He married Susannah
Middleton, daughter of Henry Middleton
and sister of Arthur Middleton. As a planter
and an attorney he served as a delegate
to the Congress of the Confederation
from 1786 to 1788. George Washington
appointed his brother, Thomas Parker
as U.S. District Attorney; and in 1812
President James Madison appointed him
U.S. Judge for the interim. Thomas was
married to Mary Drayton, daughter Chief
Justice William Henry Drayton and sister
to Governor John Drayton. John Parker was
buried in the “Hayes” cemetery.

In the early 1830s the Parker family sold
a 200-foot-wide easement across their land
to the South Carolina Rail Road Company.
The company laid rails through Hayes and
arranged a train stop at the neighboring
Woodstock manor where passengers often
disembarked to enjoy a hot meal.15 The
Best Friend of Charleston was the first

14 United States Enumeration Census, St. James, Goose Creek
Parish, 1830.
15 Michael J. Heitzler, Woodstock, Land of Rice and Steel, City
of Goose Creek, 2013.
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regularly operating passenger train in
the nation, and some came from great
distances to enjoy the occasion. Other than
an experienced rider atop a strong horse,
that steam locomotive provided the fastest
mode of travel, “on the wings of wind at
the speed of fifteen to twenty-five miles
per hour.” The company touted the speed
and safety of the ride and set low fares to
attract riders. Passage from Charleston
to Woodstock, a distance of fourteen and
one-half miles, cost fifty cents. Clergymen
on duty and children under twelve years of
age rode free. Servants traveling with their
owners rode for half fare.16

16 Fetters, 58, “An advertisement for charges and mileage
on the South Carolina Railroad.” Southern Railway Company,
Plat showing a strip of land between Charleston and
Summerville, McCrady Plats B.15, P.16, Date 4-3-1917, South
Carolina Department of Archives and History (SCDAH)
L10005, Reel 0005.

The Parker family erected an obelisk (above) in the family
cemetery at the Hayes in recognition of John Parker and his
distinguished service.

The image (below) depicts the “Best Friend of Charleston”
circa 1830. The train brought mixed reviews when one
passenger marveled, “…management of the engine was
indeed wonderful. Now it went as if Satan were at its heel;
now it scarcely dragged its freight. Several times it came to a
dead stand, for want of steam.”
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The train added little value to the worn
soils at Hayes as the land conveyed from
John Parker V to his son Francis Simmons
Parker. By 1849 the Parker family ceased
rice production but used the land to raise
livestock. By time the Civil War erupted
only fourteen slaves resided at Hayes. Most
of Parker’s bound workers resided at Edisto
where tidal rice fields continued to produce
viable wealth. Francis Parker kept Hayes
with a decreasing number of workers until
after the Civil War when his heirs sold all of
the estate to Francis S. Holmes.17
17 Henriette Kershaw Leiding, Historic Houses of South
Carolina (Philadelphia: J.P. Lippencott, 1921), p. 22. Also see:
Leiding, pp. 198-200.

William Henry Johnson created the colored pencil rendering
of plantation boundaries in the early twentieth century.
This image shows a detail of the map with the boundaries of
the plantations, as well as twentieth century rail and roads.
“Coastal Highway” (SC Highway 52) is shown crossing Goose
Creek aside the Atlantic Coastline Railroad (Northeastern/
CSX). Hayes -Ingleside and Woodstock Plantations are
noted with large arrows in the center of the map drawn for
this publication. The image is courtesy of South Carolina
Historical Society.

This detail of Walker and Abernathy map (right) is entitled,
“Road to Watboo Bridge, From Charleston by Goose Creek
Bridge and Strawberry Ferry,” shows the main avenue from
the Charleston Broad Path to Hayes Plantation labeled “to J.
Parker Esq.” The 1787 map shows the close proximity of the
Goose Creek Bridge and St. James, Goose Creek Church to the
main avenue of the Hayes manor.
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Ingleside Plantation
Doctor Francis Simmons Holmes, a
well-respected professor at the College of
Charleston, emerged a principal economic
and academic trailblazer of the nineteenth
century. Among many scholarly pursuits
he embraced the findings advanced by
Edmund Ruffin, the foremost agricultural
reformer of the antebellum era. Holmes
advanced Ruffin’s ideas for increasing
agricultural yields. Farmers typically
plowed barnyard manure, guano or
green clover into leached soil, but Ruffin
believed that marl, a crumbling earthy
deposit with calcium, effectively enriched

the worn fields.18 Holmes identified
marl bed deposits near Charleston, and
advocated the application of phosphate
rock (marl) as a fertilizer. He published
this idea, as well as works on fossils, and
expanded the Charleston Museum until
the Civil War diverted his efforts. During
the war he served the Confederacy as chief
of the mining bureau in South Carolina
and Georgia and supplied raw materials
for ammunition works at Augusta,
Georgia.19 After the conflict he joined a
group of Philadelphia investors to form
the Charleston Mining and Manufacturing
Company to dig marl at Woodstock
Plantation, the old rice estate contiguous to
the Hayes properties.

18 William K. Scarborough, “Protagonists for Secession:
Edmund Ruffin of Virginia and Robert Barnwell Rhett of
South Carolina, SCHM, July – October 2011, Volume 112,
Numbers 3-4, p.126. Also see Trinkley, p. 27.
19 Stephens D. Laster, “Ancient Animals and other wondrous
things [pamphlet]: the story of Francis Simmons Holmes,
paleontologist and curator of the Charleston Museum,”
Charleston Museum, Charleston, South Carolina 1988, among
the collections of the South Carolina Historical Society.

The image (Left) is labeled, “Interior at Ingleside, Goose
Creek/ Professor Francis S. Holmes in his library.” This image
supports the presumption that Professor Holmes named his
rural abode “Ingleside,” in accordance with the old English
definition of a fireside space or hearth. The image is courtesy
of the South Carolina Historical Society.
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Within a few years, Holmes resigned
as president of the mining company, but
kept his financial interests in the firm,
which remained one of the most dynamic
phosphate mining operations in South
Carolina well into the twentieth century.
Holmes purchased Hayes Plantation lying
next to his Woodstock Phosphate mines,
changed the name of “Hayes” to “Ingleside”
and settled into an academic lifestyle.20
He greatly expanded the plantation’s
ornamental landscapes and as a result of
his grand efforts, his home-place acquired
a reputation for its exceedingly beautiful
grounds. Professor Holmes described his
expansive garden for the December issue
of the Harper’s Magazine in 1875, touting
that the “Sacred Lily of the East,” grew “in
20 Charleston County Deed Book (CCDB) B16:194.
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The undated image (right) depicts the Hayes
manor house and surrounding glebe when
Francis Samuel Holmes occupied it and prior to
a destructive fire. The image shows the manor
house, as well as a smaller outbuilding on the right.
There are several people posed in front, including
three African-American women. An ox-drawn cart
is out front carrying a woman and two children.
A man stands at the ox’s head and another at the
rear of the wagon. A horse-drawn buggy is parked
to the far right by the fence. The image is among
the University of South Carolina Digital Collections,
United States Department of Agriculture (USDA)
Historic Soil Maps, Berkeley County 1916.

profusion” on his 75-acre lake.21

Many credit Francis S. Holmes
with the origin of the phosphate
fertilizer industry in South Carolina,
but brothers F.W. and George Wagener
with business partners A.S. J. Perry
and W.H. Hard significantly advanced
that commercially successful industry.
They purchased Ingleside after Francis
Holmes demise, combined it with the
contiguous Woodstock tract and organized
the Ingleside Mining and Manufacturing
Company to “purchase, dig, mine, and
utilize marl [and] to manufacture the
same.”22

21 Alston Deas Papers. 43/0014, 1898. Ann Simons Deas
described the main house at Ingleside Plantation about ½
mile from the marl pits near the S.C. Railroad. She described
the entrance road as a “mere cart-track through the old
field…over a causeway skirting the reserve-or ‘lake’ as they
grandly style it…” Anne Simmons Deas, Points of Colonial
Interests Around Summerville, A Souvenir from Summerville,
Summerville, South Carolina 1905.
22 Mitchell & Smith Collection, 1839-1925: 152.10-15: file
459, among the collections of the South Carolina Historical
Society.
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A detail section of the 1936, J. Palmer Gaillard
Map (left) shows the boundaries of small
farms and the names of the landowners. The
combined Ingleside and Woodstock estate is
outlined in red for this publication.

The Ingleside Mining and Manufacturing
Company built extensive “marl works”
near the railroad tracks a short distance
from the Woodstock manor house and
laid a siding to arrange rail transport
cars for receiving processed ore. They
also constructed a narrow gauge tram
line to link the rail siding with the mines.
That new industry was one of a mere few
ground-up economic recovery efforts in
greater Charleston after the Civil War, and
it persisted into the twentieth century
providing jobs and sustainable incomes
for dozens of displaced plantation owners
and hundreds of emancipated African
Americans.23

The detail of a Berkeley County map (below)
is among the University of South Carolina
Digital Collections, United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) Historic Soil Maps,
Berkeley County 1916. Woodstock, Ingleside
and Otranto Plantations are indicated. The
map legend labels the soil: Cs Coxvillefine loam, Ni Norfolk-fine sandy loam, Po
Portsmith-fine sandy loam.

23 United States Census, Products of Industry, 1880.
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The Ingleside Mining and
Manufacturing Company boarded more
than one hundred laborers to work tenhour days, six days a week. Few workers
could read or write and ages ranged from
twelve years old to sixty-one.24 More than
twenty percent of the laborers were under
the age of sixteen years, but they earned
$2.00 a day when most unskilled employees
in other endeavors earned half that salary
or less. The Ingleside-Woodstock enterprise
represented one of the few economic
successes of post war Carolina.25
The marl deposits near Charleston
were among the first discovered in the
United States, and for a time, those open
pit mines were the largest producers in the
world. The deposits lay less than eighteen
feet below the surface, enabling workers
to extract huge amounts of “Goose Creek
marl.” The local deposit was soft, crumbly,
yellow, and porous and contained over
eighty percent carbonate of lime. Workers
dug the rock in deep pits, hoisted it to the
surface in buckets, shoveled it into shallow
tram cars, and rolled the dirty rock to
cleaning and drying stations at the “marl

24 United States Enumeration Census, St. James, Goose
Creek, 1870.
25 United States Enumeration Census, St. James, Goose
Creek, 1870. The great majority of the workers resided in
group housing. Of the 262 black phosphate workers, 252
were listed as residing in St. James Goose Creek and 242 of
these residents lived in group housing.
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works.” There, workers scrubbed away dirt,
dried the ore over fires, and crushed it into
a coarse powder.

After the war, progressive owners
adapted the technology to peaceful uses.
The modern era in steelmaking began
with the introduction of Henry Bessemer’s
process shortly before the Civil War and
the necessities of conflict rapidly applied
iron and steel to new war applications.
The mine owners introduced improved
steam engines, boilers, haulers and other
machines to crush the rock, trams to haul
it to the “marl works,” and locomotives
to pull car-loads of fertilizer to markets.26
At its zenith, the Ingleside Mining
and Manufacture Company produced
approximately 5,000 tons of rock a year as
“filler” for fertilizer, much in demand for
leeched soils throughout the south.27

26 United States Census, Products of Industry, 1880.
27 The phosphate mining industry began in late 1867 when
it was discovered that “stinking stones” contained high
amounts of bone phosphate of lime ideal for fertilizers. South
Carolina had the largest supply in the Southeast and the
industry dominated world production in the 1880s. Ashley
Phosphate road was so named as it evolved from a plantation
cart path to a busy industrial byway.
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The plat shows a section of the Ingleside Mining and
Manufacture Company consisting of 1,639 Woodstock and
Ingleside acres contiguous to the Southern Railroad. The
Simons-Mayrant Company surveyed the property in 1904. The
plat detail is courtesy of South Carolina Department of Archives
and History, Series L10005, Reel 0005, Plat 03070, (B.15, P.31).
The factory, shed and marl works stood close to the rail line on
Woodstock property. The old Ingleside (Hayes) main house,
as well as the obsolete rice field and canal are shown. The
author added the words “Factory,” “Shed,” “Marl Works” “Old
Rice Field,” “Canal” and “Woodstock Line” in this publication
for clarity. The company began mining very close to the Hayes
Plantation House. The company built two sidings, the first near
the Hayes House where they dug the marl pit and cleaned and
crushed the rock. Not more than a half mile south, thev second
siding provided access to both the factory where the rock was
converted to fertilizer and prepared for shipping.

The undated image shows the industrial plant Ingleside
Mining and Manufacture Company. A long ladder accesses
the deep pit in the forefront. A multi-story wooden structure
is aligned with long warehouses. “Travelers by train from
Summerville to Charleston, may if they look persistently out
the left- hand window after passing the factory at Woodstock
and the marl works a little further on, catch a glimpse of the
red roofed colonial house at Ingleside.” (Deas, p. 17). The
image is courtesy South Carolina Historical Society.

A detail of figure (right) reveals two men near a loaded rail
car atop an elevated tramway. The company employed the
latest post-war technology.
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This 1929 photograph (left) depicts the lake one hundred
yards west and north of the Ingleside Main House. The lake
near the factory was a source of water for the boilers at the
plant. The depth given on an insurance map indicates it
may have been deepened as a result of marl mining. Drain
lines running from the pond to the swamp indicate that the
pond was probably used as a reservoir for the rice fields in
the eighteenth century and drain lines for overflow in the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries.

Production slowed when the workers
depleted the richer and most accessible
marl deposits at the pit mines. Stiff
competition from Florida mines also
drove prices lower until labor and
shipping expenses returned insufficient
profit. At the same time of the mining
business downturn, overwhelming debt
pushed the railroad company to the brink
of bankruptcy, and production ceased
completely when an earthquake shook the
rail depot off its brick piers and felled the
loading platform.28

Two hours after sunset on August 31,
1886 a “train flew into the air near the
Hayes Avenue.” In the carriage cars “…
newspapers, cigars and spectacles took
wings; pocket change skittered down the
aisles… [until] the engine screeched to
a stop on a brink of a gully.” The violent
7.3 tremor persisted for nearly a minute,

28 Between 1927 and 1938 the land was owned by a series
of banks that foreclosed on loans, (CCDBG 35:544, H40:668,
M34:145 and N34:294). In 1938 Citizens and Southern
National Bank sold the land.
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sending shock waves throughout the
eastern United States. The forceful tremors
emitting from deep chasms at nearby
Woodstock caused great property damage
throughout Charleston and its vicinity.
The violence felled some of the walls of
the Otranto House, the front rafter of the
St. James, Goose Creek Church and a large
brick barn at the Oaks Plantation, on the
eastern side of the Goose Creek waterway.29

At Woodstock, closest to the epicenter,
all wooden shelters with brick chimneys
collapsed due to extreme vertical motions
that brought most of the Hayes-Ingleside
Manor tumbling to the ground.30

29 Captain Charles Edward Dutton, U.S. Ordnance Corps,
The Charleston Earthquake of August 31, 1886, Ninth Annual
Report, 1887-88, U.S. Geological Survey, Washington D.C.,
1889. Captain Dutton shows a significant isoseismal [sic]
shock wave crossing Goose Creek at the location of the Goose
Creek Bridge.
30 Smith, H. A. M. Rivers and Regions of Early South Carolina.
Spartanburg, South Carolina: Reprinted by the Reprint Press.
Originally published in 1928, in the South Carolina Historical
and Genealogical Magazine, Charleston, South Carolina: pp.
295-296. Henry A.M. Smith visited the plantation in 1875
and noted it was planted in rice (Smith 1988:pp. 284-285).
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A raging fire greatly damaged the ancient manor house a few
years before the 1886 earthquake tumbled the brick walls.
The fire destroyed the roof and most of the supportive beams
allowing the quake to damage the house beyond salvage.
This 1929 image is courtesy of the South Carolina Historical
Society.

The marl works never resurrected after
the destructive earthquake, but the site was
deeply forested with valuable hard wood
trees that were soon transformed into
essential elements of manufacturing. The
Woodstock Hardwood and Manufacturing
Company emerged at the obsolete mining
site. The investors converted the old
warehouses along the rail siding into
factory space to house lathes, sanders
and saws to produce mill supplies for the
burgeoning textile industry. Workers lived
in barracks at Woodstock to fell hardwood
trees and fashion wooden spools, bobbins,
reels, boxes, shuttles and the “Williams” rod
and key fashioner.31 J. Freeman Williams
invented the tool and managed the factory.
W. H. Welch and Julius C. Koster served as
31 Mitchell & Smith Collection, 152.10.15.459 file#459,
1904, The Williams rod and key wrench fastener received a
patent in 1904.

The photograph (above) entitled, “Azimuth of fissure, N30W,”
shows a lone man examining a deep fissure at the epicenter
of the earthquake at Woodstock Plantation. The image is
courtesy of the South Caroliniana Library, Columbia, South
Carolina.

supervisory officers.32

In 1944, Charles A Jones contracted with
Leigh Banana Company to purchase timber
with which to construct shipping crates
for single bunches of bananas.33 Leigh
Banana Company was founded in 1905 and
patented a wooden slatted crat. By 1930
the company operated 52 assembly plants
in the United States using Ingleside lumber
for their enterprise. The business soared
for twenty years then faltered until it went
out of business in 1952.34
32 Mitchell & Smith Collection, 152.10.15.459 file#459,
1904, The Williams rod and key wrench fastener received a
patent in 1904.
33 CCDB E44:311.
34 Banana Museum Website 2009.
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The image (right) shows “wooden textile mill supplies reels
and boxes” produced by Woodstock Hardwood and Spool
Manufacturing Company and displayed at an exposition in
Charleston, 1901-1902 where the company received a gold
medal. The image is the letterhead for the company letter
written on July 17, 1907. The image is with the Mitchell &
Smith correspondence, 1874-1919, among the collections of
the South Carolina Historical Society.
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A March 27, 1905 American Insurance Map (left)
of Woodstock Hardwood and Manufacturing
Company (Mitchell and Smith Collections), shows
the expansion of the factory structures at the
obsolete Woodstock mining site. The wooden
structures consisted of one and two story
buildings with tin roofs housing a spool shop,
planer room, rip saw shed, log saw shed, small
saw shed, engine room, warehouses, office and a
brick and frame boiler house. Machinery included
engines for shafting, belting, pulleys, lathes, saws,
and dowelling. The one hundred foot deep pond
supplied water for the boilers that powered the
woodworking equipment. Two steam pumps
operated constantly and a fireman remained on
duty at all times. Red arrows indicate the route of
the night watchman.

The image (left shows “wooden textile mill supplies reels
and boxes” produced by Woodstock Hardwood and Spool
Manufacturing Company and displayed at an exposition in
Charleston, 1901-1902 where the company received a gold
medal. The image is the letterhead for the company letter
written on July 17, 1907. The image is with the Mitchell &
Smith correspondence, 1874-1919, among the collections of
the South Carolina Historical Society.
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In Memorial
In his last will and testament, John
Parker V commented as to the importance
of family, and further reflected upon the
importance of the cemetery near the manor
home at the Hayes that held family remains
since at least the death of John Parker
II. The burial ground is a 30 by 60 yard
rectangle of flat ground approximately 45
yards southwest of the main house. John
Parker V called for a substantial brick wall
to be erected along the perimeter with
a “plain monument” to the memory of
the departed souls. The family erected a
tall obelisk in the cemetery featuring the
Parker family. After the 1930s the tract
served primarily for light timbering and
as a hunting camp and some vandalism
plagued the cemetery. As a result, the
monument, but not the remains, was
relocated to the St. James, Goose Creek
Parish Church, where it stands today.

The photograph (above) notes, “Ingleside 1929, from the
family burial lot.” An expanse of lawn extended from the
Parker burial grounds where a marble shaft once marked the
final resting site, but has since been moved to the St. James
Goose Creek Church grounds. This 1929 image is courtesy of
the South Carolina Historical Society.

The aerial image (left) shows the lake near the
Ingleside manor in 1934. The ruins of the twostory main house stand near the right margin
and a large rectangular lawn near the left margin
may be the family cemetery grounds. The image
appeared in an advertisement by Prince and
Ripley Inc. 551 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York.
That company marketed the Historic Plantation
and Hunting Preserve. The announcement
touted a “heavily wooded” game area, three lakes
stocked with various fishes and a seventy-five
acre rice field.
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Today the outline of the house remains recognizable, but
the walls are crumbled to a height of less than three feet. A
brick basement floor remains in place, and part of an arched
fireplace in the cellar lay intact. The stunted brick walls
indicate that the house was 45 feet long and 40 feet wide.
Author took the photograph above August 14, 2005 and the
photograph below September 3, 2018.
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The 2005 photograph shows a family fishing at Hayes Ingleside Plantation. The lake provided ample irrigation for
the contiguous rice fields and later large ornamental gardens
spanned the banks west of the manor house. As a youngster,
Lee Mullinax, arrived at Hayes-Ingleside in 1957 to live
with his uncle and aunt. He recalled fishing in the deep, well
stocked water, running along the terraces to the lake and
exploring four spillways into the obsolete rice fields.35
35 Author interview with Lee Mullinax on January 25, 2013
at the Goose Creek Community Center.

The St. James, Goose Creek Parish Church (above) stands
near the Goose Creek Bridge merely three miles from the
Hayes-Ingleside main avenue intersection with the Road
to Charleston (Broad Path/Rivers Avenue). A six foot
tall marble obelisk stands nobly on the front lawn of the
church. The marker was relocated from the Hayes family
cemetery to avoid vandalism. The engraved memorials of the
Parker family on each of the four sides highlight the many
accomplishments of Parker patriarchs.

A plaque (above) recording the
successive patriarchs of Hayes
Plantation displays in the St. James,
Goose Creek Parish Church.
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Yesterday, Today, Tomorrow
The documented evolution of the
land known as Hayes-Ingleside spans
more than three centuries. Evidence
found on the site of even earlier native
settlements, though, illustrates that this
place provided habitation for countless
people for nearly infinite time. Its use, in
what can be considered our modern age,
has ranged from agricultural to mining to
manufacturing to lumbering to industrial
undertakings. As the occupants of this land
evolved with time, so did their manner of
use and stewardship.
In the past, a few, fortunate generations
have known Hayes-Ingleside as home, and
it appears that in the future, many more
will share that connection to the land. In
1997, the property was acquired by the
Weber USA, Real Estate Company and is
currently being transformed into a planned
community that will be host to thousands
of families. Just as in the past, there is
also a large commercial component that
will provide employment for many of the
residents.

Situated at the crossroads of many
major arteries, the Ingleside neighborhoods
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enjoy easy access to the best amenities
of life. The sandy shore of the Atlantic
Ocean is a half-hour drive, educational
opportunities are abundant, and parks are
nearby. The commute to work at Boeing,
Mercedes-Benz, and Volvo are measured in
mere miles and minutes. For most, though,
the ambience of life in a historic space is its
own reward.

Nature trails wind along native paths,
past ancient rice fields, and through
towering forests which lends a calming air
of yesterday to today’s fast-paced life. That,
in itself, causes one to pause and recall that
one family, the Parkers, were here for one
hundred and seventy-five years. From a
wilderness they created, through war they
persevered, in disaster they overcame, and
through it all, as a family they remained.
The current owners have taken great care
to set aside and preserve the remnants of
their original grand house and grounds.
Such a commitment to open space in an era
of congestion, and respect for history in a
time of immediate gratification, offers hope
of what the next century has to offer for
those who live at Hayes-Ingleside.
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“Preserve the Past
Protect the Present
and Plan for Progress”

Michael J. Heitzler

